SICK LEAVE

Always remember to notify us when you have time out of your placement due to sick leave. It is important that we maintain an accurate record of any and all sick days.

If you are off for more than 7 days or more you will need also need to submit a doctors certificate along with the self cert.

When notifying us please let us know the nature of the illness as we need this information for HR purposes.

AT NIMDTA

The 2017 GP Recruitment event will be running at the selection centre on the 8th and the 9th of February this year.

Due to the Bengoa report, this year we will be recruiting 97 new GP Trainees, a vast increase on previous years number of 65.

Opportunity to co-design communication workshop:

Dr Ruth Thornbury, ADEPT fellow with the HSC Safety Forum is seeking trainees to get involved in developing a half day training workshop on patient-centred communication skills in May 2017.

Email rath.thornbury@hscni.net for more information

Please see attached the Foundation Weekly newsletter on TEDMED containing links to variety of interesting TED talks
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ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENTS

1. ADEPT Application Form
2. ADEPT Monitoring Form
3. ADEPT Launch Night Newsletter
4. MBRRACE Letter — Inform Maternity Care From The UK And Ireland Confidential Enquiries Into Maternal Death
5. NISF Foundation Weekly Update — TEDMED Links

November's newsletter has been compiled to ensure all GP trainees are aware of key events, deadlines and opportunities. 

Please email me any events or information you would like to be included for your newsletter.

Anna OKane
ADEPT Fellow
ADEPT Notes, 2017